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Abstract 
Relevance Feedback consists on formulating automatically a new query, according to the relevance judgements 
provided by the user after evaluating the set of retrieved documents. In this paper we introduce a new relevance 
feedback method for the Bayesian Network Retrieval Model. This method is based on the instantiation of the 
observed documents as relevant or non-relevant in the Bayesian Network. We explain the theoretical bases of the 
model and propose different schemes for carrying out this task. The quality of the method is tested using a 
preliminary experimentation with different collections. 

1 Introduction 
Relevance Feedback is one of the most useful Query Modification Techniques in the field of Information Retrieval (IR). 
This method is put into practice when the user needs to improve the query that he/she has formulated to the Information 
Retrieval System (IRS), because the documents initially retrieved do not fulfil the user's information need. This 
technique works as follows: the user submits a query to the IRS, which generates a ranking of documents arranged by 
their corresponding relevance degrees according to the query. The user inspects this sorted list, and determines which 
documents are relevant and non-relevant. With this information, the IRS modifies the initial query, giving more 
importance to the terms appearing in relevant documents, and weakening the strength of those that belong to non-
relevant documents. This process is repeated until the user is completely satisfied with the set of retrieved relevant 
documents. In [16] the reader can find a good review of this technique and how it has been applied to different retrieval 
models. 
 
Bayesian Networks-based IRSs can be used to deal with the intrinsic uncertainty with which IR is pervaded [3,7] and 
might be considered as an extension of the probabilistic IR model. There are several Belief Network-based IRSs 
[4,8,9,13,17,18] differing in both, the structure and the probability distributions used. Among these models we can 
distinguish two main groups: those models that obtain a ranking of documents based on the probability that a document 
is relevant to a given query [4,8,9,13] and the Inference Network model [17,18], that ranks the documents based on the 
probability that a document satisfies the user's information need. In this paper we are going to present an approach for 
Relevance Feedback in the Bayesian Network Retrieval (BNR) model [4,8]. This approach is based on the instantiation 
of the judged documents to relevant or non-relevant. This is the main difference with other relevance feedback methods 
based on the addition of terms to the query and/or recalculating the probability matrices stored in the network [5,10].  
 
In an experimental IRS, the performance of the retrieval must be determined, task that is usually carried out by 
computing the recall (R) - the proportion of relevant documents retrieved- and precision (P) - the proportion of 
retrieved documents that are relevant- measures. When Relevance Feedback is applied, the evaluation is usually done 
by means of the Residual Collection method [1], which removes from the collection all the documents that the user has 
evaluated in the first relevance judgement step. 
 
This paper is organised as follows: In the second section we briefly describe the basis of the Bayesian Network 



  

Retrieval (BNR) model, showing its most important features. The third section deals with a theoretical overview of the 
proposed relevance feedback methods. Later, in sections four and five, we will explain how we have put into practice 
the ideas showed in the previous section. The sixth section of this paper shows the experimental results obtained with 
four classical collections. Finally, the last section deals with the conclusions of this work and introduces new research 
lines in this area. 

2 Description of the Bayesian network retrieval model 
In this section we are going to present briefly the Bayesian Network Retrieval model [4,8]. When we are interested in 
representing our knowledge by means of Bayesian networks, the first task is to select those variables relevant to the 
problem we are tackling. In IR problems we can distinguish two different sets of variables (nodes in the graph): The set 
of terms in the glossary from a given collection and the set of documents, grouped in the term and document 
subnetworks, respectively. Each term, iT , consists of a binary random variable taking values in the set },{ ii tt , 

representing "the term iT  is not relevant" and  "the term iT is relevant", respectively. Similarly, a variable referring to a 

document, jD , has its domain in the set },{ jj dd  representing, respectively, "the document jD is not relevant to a 

given query", and "the document jD is relevant to a given query". In the paper, we will denote terms and documents 
with a lower-case letters to indicate that we are considering their particular instantiation to relevant or non-relevant. 
 
Focusing on the structure of the Bayesian network (see Figure) we consider two main subsets of links: (1) The first one, 
that includes links between term and document nodes in the graph. For each term indexing a document, there is a 
directed link from the term node to the node associated with the document it belongs to. (2) The second one, that only 
includes links connecting pairs of term nodes. These links represent some dependence relationships between terms. The 
inclusion of these links will improve the performance of the IRS [8]. In order to capture the relationships between terms 
in the collection, a Bayesian network learning algorithm is used to construct the term sub-network. Due to efficiency 
considerations, we restrict the topology of the learned graph to a Polytree structure (a graph without cycles). The 
algorithm [6] is based on maximum weight spanning tree (the weights associated to the links are obtained using a 
dependence measure between terms) adding some additional features to include the directions of the links, increasing 
the expressive power of the term sub-network.    
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Once we know the structure of the graph, the final step to completely specify a Bayesian network is to estimate the 
probability distributions stored in each node. Three different cases have to be considered: 

• Term nodes having no parents: In this case we store marginal distributions, estimated as follows: Mtp i 1)( =  

and )(1)( ii tptp −= , being M  the number of terms in a given collection. 

• Term nodes with parents: For each node, we need to store a set of conditional probability distributions, one for each 
possible configuration of the parent set. These distributions are estimated using frequencies of cooccurrence of 
terms in the collection. 

• Document nodes: In this case, the estimation of the conditional probabilities is more problematic because of the 
huge number of parents that a document node has. For example, if a document has been indexed with 30 terms, we 
need to estimate and store 230 (approx. 1.07 e109) probabilities.  Therefore, instead of explicitly computing these 
probabilities, the BNR model uses a probability function [4,8], that returns a conditional probability value when it 
is called during the propagation stage, each time that a conditional probability is required. In this paper, we are 



  

going to use a probability function based on the cosine measure [15]. Given a configuration )( jDπ  of the set of 

terms in document jD , for example ),,,,,()( 54321 !tttttDj =π , the probability function computes the 

probability of relevance of document jD  by means of ( )( ) ∑
=∈

=
iiji tTDT

ijijjj idftfDdp
,

2απ where jitf is the 

frequency of the term iT in the document jD , iidf is its inverse document frequency and jα  is a normalising 

constant computed as 2/1 i
DT

jiidftf
ji

∑
∈

.  

Therefore, once the entire network is built and given a query submitted to the system, the retrieval process starts by 
placing the evidences, i.e., the terms belonging to the query, in the term subnetwork by setting their states to "the term is 
relevant".  The propagation process is run, obtaining for each document its probability of relevance given that the terms 
in the query are also relevant. Then, the documents are presented to the user decreasingly sorted by their posterior 
probability. This ranking of documents is also used to carry out the performance evaluation process. 
 
Taking into account the topology of the BNR model, and due to efficiency considerations, general-purpose inference 
algorithms can not be applied. To solve this problem, an inference process composed of two steps has been designed: 
propagation+evaluation. It is important to note that this process ensures that the results are the same that the ones 
obtained using exact propagation in the entire network [8]. First, we propagate the query just only in the term 
subnetwork by means of the Pearl's Exact Propagation Algorithm in Polytrees [12] computing for each term its 
probability of being relevant given the query submitted to the IRS, i.e., p(ti|Q). In the second step, we compute the 
probability that each document is relevant given the query by means of the evaluation of the following formula. In this 
way we are performing exact probabilistic inference in a complex network very efficiently. 

( )∑
∈

=
ji DT

iijijj QtpidftfQdp 2)( α        [1] 

There are three main differences between BNR and the other Bayesian network based IRSs in the literature: i) The 
ability of the model to include relationships between terms, learned from the collection. ii) The way of computing and 
storing the probability values in the nodes of the network. iii) In the propagation process, considering a two-steps 
inference approach, that computes the a posteriori probability of relevance for a given document. A detailed study of 
this model and its performance can be found in [8].  

3 Description of the methodology for relevance feedback 
The methodology for Relevance feedback in the BNR model is based on the idea that, by evaluating a set of documents, 
the user obtains new pieces of evidence (about the relevance to our information need) for those variables relevant to the 
process. The particular implementation of the proposed methodology gives rise to two different approaches, that 
basically differ in the way that new evidences are included in the model: (1) Term based relevance feedback, that 
considers that, by evaluating the retrieved documents, the user obtains new evidences over the set of terms in the 
evaluated documents. A detailed study of this approach can be found in [5]. (2) Document based relevance feedback, 
where the set of evidences is focused on document nodes. The main advantage of this methodology is that we can 
include the evidences in the model without adding new nodes neither re-estimating the probability distributions stored 
in the network, as the Inference Network model does [10]. 
 
In this paper we will focus on the second approach. From our point of view, this new approach is closer to the user 
thinking, since, by evaluating a set of documents, the user gives a relevance judgement about the whole document and 
not on the particular terms indexing the document. Formally, in order to include the new evidences in the IRS, it would 
be sufficient to instantiate each judged document as relevant, id , or non-relevant, id , in the network.  Therefore, the 

new query becomes ),,,,,,,( 1211 Rkk dddddQQ !! += , where |R| is the number of documents judged by the 
user. A direct implementation of this approach forbids the use of the designed propagation+evaluation algorithm. So 
that, and taking into account that the use of general-purpose exact inference algorithms is prohibitive, it was necessary 
the development of a new two-step method that approximate efficiently the desired probabilities: First, by computing a 



  

set of messages in document nodes and second, by combining these messages in term nodes.   In the following sections 
we will detail this method.  
 
Therefore, in the propagation process, and as a consequence of document instantiation, each evaluated document sends 
a message to the set of terms indexing it, encoding that the user has judged it as relevant or non-relevant. Particularly, 
each term T indexing an evaluated document will receive a message, denoted by ( )Tλ , encoding a pair of likelihood 

values, i.e., ( ) ( ) ( ){ }tObsptObspT ,=λ . For example, the message ( ) }1,0{=Tλ encodes that "our belief supports 

that term T is relevant" and the message ( ) }2,1{=Tλ encodes the assertion "the belief in the relevance of T is two 
times more than the belief supporting its non-relevance". This message, in a normalized form, will be combined with 
the whole information that node T obtains from its parents and children in the network, in order to update the belief on 
term relevance. Then, this information will be distributed through the whole network.   
 
At this point, we need to distinguish whether a term belongs to the original query or not. Particularly, non-query terms 
indexing the observed documents receive a set of messages, one from each judged document, modifying the belief about 
their relevance for our information needs. Therefore, it can be considered that they are playing the same role that 
classical query expansion when evaluating the probability )|( 1Qdp j .  

 
Focusing on query terms, Tq, since they are findings (they belong to the original query Q), we are sure about their 
relevance to our information need. In this case, we have that by also instantiating the evaluated documents (to relevant 
or non-relevant) our belief on the relevance for query terms can not be modified. Nevertheless, query term reweighting 
has been considered as a valuable tool in order to improve the performance of relevance feedback in many IRSs. 
Therefore, and in order to perform query term reweighting in the BNR model, query terms should be handled in a 
different way. Particularly, we will retract the evidence and insert soft (likelihood values) evidence instead. Therefore, 
these terms will receive only one message (from an imaginary node) representing our belief on the relevance of the term 
after judging the retrieved documents. Thus, we can still consider query terms as relevant or, otherwise, we need to 
decrease the belief supporting the relevance of the terms, i.e., penalise them. Empirical results [5] show that a better 
performance is obtained if we only penalise those terms that exclusively occur in non-relevant documents. Therefore, 
for those terms considered completely relevant we use the λ  message ( ) { }1,0=qTλ  and for penalised terms we use 

( ) { }1)),1/(1(1 +−= trq nTλ  with trn  representing the number of times that this term occurs in non-relevant retrieved 
documents. 
 
From now on, we will focus on non-query terms. We can distinguish two main sub-problems: How an observed 
document computes the λ  values sent to the terms indexing the document and how a term node combines all the 
received messages in order to obtain a global value representing the evidence on the term. 

4 Measuring λ -messages 

Each term iT indexing an evaluated document jD  receives a message from this document encoding a pair of likelihood 

values, i.e., ( ) )}(),({
iiiDj tObsptObspT =λ . Nevertheless, assessing these probabilities is problematic due to the 

huge number of parents that documents have. Therefore, the solution that we propose is to approximate the instantiation 
of documents by an explicit computation of an approximation of these likelihood messages. These values will be 
computed using the probabilities stored in the network. In order to determine the particular values of the λ vectors, we 
will distinguish between relevant and non relevant documents: 

Non Relevant documents: In this case, since the document jD  has been considered as non relevant, it will send the 

message ( ) { }0,1=iDj Tλ  meaning that the term it contains is not useful to retrieve relevant documents, because it 



  

might introduce in the ranking documents that could be completely non-relevant1. 
Relevant documents: Different approaches will be considered: 

d1: It is a naive approach that considers all the terms indexing a relevant document to be also completely relevant. In 
this case, we send the pair of likelihood values ( ) { }1,0=iDj Tλ . Experimental results [8] demonstrate that this is 
not a good choice, because terms indexing relevant documents are treated as query terms, thus changing the 
original sense of the query. 

d2: The second approach is based on the  λ messages that a node sends to its parents in  Pearl's polytree propagation 
algorithm [12]. In this case, the likelihood values are encoded using ( ) ( ) ( ){ }ijijiDj tdptdpT ,=λ . In order to 

calculate ( )ij tdp  we can use Equation 1, i.e., ( )∑
∈

=
jk DT

ikkjkjij ttpidftftdp 2)( α .  

 To calculate the different values )( ik ttp  it would be necessary to perform a large number of propagations in 
the network, one for each term indexing the set of observed documents, being a time-consuming process. 
Therefore, we approximate these probabilities assuming independence between terms. Thus, we 
have )()( kik tpttp =  if ki ≠  and 1)( =ik ttp if ki = . A similar reasoning is used to calculate ( )ij tdp  

 After analysing the experimental results, we realised that λ  vectors are very close to {1,1}, because ( )ij tdp  is 

quite similar to ( )ij tdp . Nevertheless, they seem to discriminate properly the importance of the terms. To 
solve this problem, we thought that it could be interesting to change the scale. Particularly, we could estimate 

( ) ( )δλλ iDjiDj TT = with 1>δ . This method will be denoted by δ2d . 

d3: This  approach takes into account the influence of the original query,  Q , in the computations of the λ vector, 
breaking the first restriction imposed in the previous method. Therefore, we will try to estimate the λ  messages 
as ( ) ( ) ( ){ }QtdpQtdpT ijijiDj ,=λ , which consider how the posterior probability of relevance of a document 

is affected by the addition of a new term to the query. Using Equation 1, the probability ( )Qtdp ij ,  can be 
computed by means of  

                           ( ) ( )
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jkjk

idftfQttpidftfQttpidftfQtdp
,

222),( αα  

 The next target should be to estimate ( )Qttp ik ,  for each term kT  belonging to jD . These computations 

would imply to propagate in the network considering both, the query and the new term it , as evidences, although 
this possibility is discarded because it is also a very time-consuming task. Therefore, we will try to find an 
approximation with the information that we own. In this case, since both terms, iT  and kT , index the document 

jD  that has been judged as relevant, we could consider iT  and kT  being positively correlated, although very 

weakly, and that adding iT to the original query will increase the evidence on the relevance of jD . These two 
assumptions can be combined using an or-gate in the following way: 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )QttpQttpQttpQttp ikikikik ,,1,, −+= . 

 On the one hand, as it  is the most probable state that iT can take on, it is very reasonable to suppose that it does 

not add more information to the information given by Q , so we can make the approximation: 

( ) ( )QtpQttp kik ≈, . On the other hand, we also approximate ( ) ε≈Qttp ik , , ε  being a very low value. 

                                                           
1 Some other approaches have been studied but empirical results support this one [8]. 



  

The reason is that ( )Qttp ik ,  should be very small because when Q is instantiated, the posterior probability of 

kt  should also be very small, and the influence of instantiating it  will not contribute to increase it. Taking into 

account these assumptions, the new expression for ( )Qttp ik ,  becomes ( ) ( )QtpQttp iik )1(, εε −+= . 

Analogously, ( )Qtdp ij ,  is computed using equation [1] and assuming that ( ) ( )QtpQttp kik =, . The result 

is ( ) ( ) ( )QtpidftfQdpQtdp iijijij
2, −= . 

d4: In this method  the query Q plays the role of a fictitious document that has also been observed as relevant. 

Therefore, in the set of observed components we include both, the document jD and the query Q  and the 

likelihood vector becomes ( ) ( ) ( ){ }ijijiDj tQdptQdpT ,,,=λ .  It is interesting to note that this likelihood 

vector is equivalent (differing only in the normalising constant) to ( )
( )

( )
( )

( ) 
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measures how considering the document and the query as relevant the belief on term relevance changes with 
respect to the original prior probability. The numerators of the previous quotients can be computed as follows 

(similarly for ( )Qdtp ji , ): ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )QdpQtpQtdpQdtp jiijji ,, = . The values ( )Qtp i  and ( )Qdp j  

were calculated in the original query. So, we only need to compute ( )Qtdp ij , . In this case, we use two 
different methods to calculate this probability: The first one, denoted by d4.1, uses the approach in d3. We are 
going to explain the second one, denoted by d4.2. In this case, we also consider Equation 1, 

( )∑
∈

=
jk DT

ikkjkjij QttpidftfQtdp 2),( α , but assuming that iT  and kT are almost independent given Q , i.e., 

( ) ( )QtpQttp kik ≈,  and will be computed as ( ) ( )QtpQttp kik += β,  being β a small value. 

It is important to note that for all the methods, as the calculus of the messages is carried out using previously 
computed values, this technique for relevance feedback can be implemented in a very efficient way. 

5 Combining λ -messages 

When several documents, sDD ,,1 ! , have a certain term iT  in common, the term node will receive a set of messages, 

one from each observed document, ( ) siTiDj ,,1, !=λ .  These λ  vectors must be combined to obtain a unique 

measure, ( )iTλ , that reflects the belief on the relevance or non-relevance of that term. In this paper we study to 
different methods to combine the information: 
• The direct one, without using extra information.  In this case, multiplying all the λ  vectors received by a particular 

term carries out the combination ( ) ( )∏ =
= s

j iDji TT
1
λλ   

• The second approach, more informed, takes into account the query quality (measured as the number of relevant 
documents retrieved). Basically, we try to capture that when the number of relevant documents retrieved in the first 
query is high, then this initial query is doing a good work. Thus, it could be interesting to add new terms but in such 
a way that these terms do not have a strong impact in the original query. Similarly, if we retrieve a small number of 
relevant documents it will be helpful to favour the belief on the relevance of those terms indexing these documents. 
The way of implementing this idea could be to use the convex combination ( ) ( )ii TT λααλ )1( −+=′ , where 

Rnr /=α , being rn  the number of relevant document retrieved and ( )iTλ  is the value obtained using the direct 
approach.  

 
Finally, we need to distinguish between three different groups of terms indexing the observed documents: those terms 



  

that only occur in relevant documents (positive terms), those that only occur in non-relevant documents (negative 
terms), and those that occur in both types of documents (neutral terms). 
 
For positive or negative terms we apply directly the equations of the direct or convex combination method. For neutral 
terms, because a non-relevant document sends the λ  vector ( ) { }0,1=iD Tλ , i.e., instantiating the term to non-
relevant, we discard the messages, which is equivalent to not instantiating the term at all. Therefore, in this case we use 
the message { }1,1)( =iTλ . 

6 Empirical Results 
To test these methods, we carried out the experimentation2 with four collections: ADI, Cranfield, CISI and CACM. The 
main characteristics of these collections, presented with the format "Collection (number of documents, terms and 
queries: average precision at the three intermediate points of recall obtained by the BNR model)", are: ADI (82, 828, 35: 
0.36), CACM (3204, 7562, 52: 0.34), CISI (1460, 4985, 76: 0.17), Cranfield (1398, 3857, 225: 0.42)3.  
 
We evaluate the feedback performance using the residual collection method [1] by considering the percentage of change 
of the average precision for the three points of recall with respect to the results obtained after submitting to the system 
the original queries. In the experimentation, the number of documents that the IRS gives back to the user is fifteen, and 
we take also into account those initial queries in which no relevant document has been retrieved.  
 

Some initial remarks have to be done: The δ parameter in the δ2d method has been set to 5, the ε parameter used to 
approximate ( )Qttp ik ,  in d3 is set to 0.0075 and the β  value in method d4.2 has been set to R/1 . All these values 
were obtained in a detailed previous experimentation stage with CACM. From this experimentation, we also concluded 
that the combination of both, query term reweighting and document instantiation, improves the performance of 
relevance feedback. Particularly, by considering only query term re-weighting, i.e., without instantiating document 
nodes, the feedback performance is 29.90, and when we instantiate the evaluated documents without modifying the 
belief on query terms the maximum feedback performance reached is 51.73. The best performance combining both 
techniques increases to 70.58. 
 
In Table 1 we present the global results obtained considering both, query term reweighting and document instantiation, 
with the studied collections. Columns labelled with DC contain the percentage of change when the λ  vectors have been 
combined using the direct combination and those columns labelled with CC show the results obtained using the convex 
combination approach. These results allow us to conclude that relevance feedback using document instantiation is 
effective in the BNR model, being its performance collection-dependent.  

 
 ADI Cranfield CISI CACM 

Exp. d DC CC DC CC DC CC DC CC 
1 d2 67.75 70.73 67.55 67.54 44.17 44.15 54.85 53.68 
2 d25 137.70 64.88 87.81 70.32 43.64 44.53 53.86 55.31 
3 d3 85.86 82.98 82.30 90.53 2.99 48.49 -11.60 69.46 
4 d4.1 85.85 78.76 82.30 93.46 2.98 45.76 -11.66 70.58 
5 d4.2 102.07 105.77 91.37 101.87 -7.72 42.51 -48.74 67.93 

Table 1. Percentages of change using query term re-weighting and document instantiation 
 
Finally, we would like to compare these results with the ones presented in the literature using other IRSs. Some 

                                                           
2 We do not include all the results obtained in this experimentation due to the lack of space. 
3 We want to remark that some important preprocessing steps to obtain a vectorial representation of documents and queries, such as 
indexing and stemming, have been carried out using the facilities provided by the SMART system. 



  

previous remarks have to be done: First, we must note that relevance feedback performance is highly dependent on the 
results obtained after submitting the original query to the system and that these results could vary from one IRS to 
another. Second, the number and the set of collections used are different from one experimentation to another and even 
when working with the same collection the number of queries used is not necessarily the same.  
 
Therefore, in order to compare the results, we will consider the mean performance values obtained with different 
collections. The selected IRSs and relevance feedback methodology are: Ide (dec hi) expanding all terms for vector-
based IRS and the probabilistic adjusted revised derivation for Probabilistic IRS. These two methods obtain the best 
results in Salton and Buckley's [14] experimentation. We also include the results obtained with two Bayesian Network 
based approaches, the first one presents the results obtained by Haines and Croft [10] with the Inference Network and 
the second one shows the best results obtained using term-based relevance feedback in BNR model [5]. 
 
Table 2 displays these results, where columns labelled with '#' indicate the number of used collections, columns labelled 
with 'm.p.' represent the mean performance over the used collections and columns labelled with 'std' represent the 
standard deviation. From this table we could conclude that the performance of the proposed methodology is competitive 
with other models, presenting similar mean values and smaller standard deviations.  It is interesting the comparison with 
relevance feedback using term-based relevance feedback in the BNR model since they have the same experimental 
conditions. In this case, we can say that d4.2 has a similar performance. 

 
Relevance feedback Method # m.p. std. Relevance feedback method # m.p. std. 
Ide (dec hi) Expands all terms 5 87.4 39.72 d2    (Convex Combin.) 4 59.03 10.72 
Probabilistic (adj. revised derivation) 5 68.8 54.82 d25   (Direct Combin.)  4 80.75 36.72 
Inference Network 2 79.3 38.90 d3    (Convex Combin.) 4 72.87 15.97 
Term-based method in the BNR 4 80.95 27.98 d4.1 (Convex Combin.) 4 72.14 17.30 
    d4.2 (Convex Combin.) 4 79.52 25.94 

Table 2. Mean percentages of change using different relevance feedback methods in different IRSs. 

 
7 Concluding remarks 
 
In this paper we have introduced a relevance feedback method for the Bayesian Network Retrieval model based on both, 
query term reweighting and the instantiation of the judged documents. We have presented the theoretical framework 
over it is based on. Summing up, each node representing a judged document computes a pair of likelihood values that 
will be sent to the terms indexing the document. Then, term nodes combine these values with the rest of messages 
received in order to obtain a global value representing the evidence on the term relevance.  
 
Empirically, we have shown that this method has a robust behaviour with the test collections used. We can conclude 
that the performance of the relevance feedback is highly dependent on the collection. But, in general, we can say that 
the use of the convex combination in term nodes will help to improve the results. Also, the more sophisticated 
techniques (d3 and d4) can be considered better than the simpler ones (d2 and d25). The best results of these 
experiments are similar to those obtained by other models [5,10,11,14]. Anyway, these values are not totally 
comparable, because the experiments have been carried out with different models and under different experimental 
conditions. 
 
The future works will be centred in the development of new relevance feedback methods for the BNR model based on 
the underlying concept of partial evidences, trying to improve the performance obtained with the methods introduced 
here and testing these method with bigger document collections like TREC. 
 
Acknowledgements: The Spanish Ministry of Science and Technology under the Project TIC2000-1351 has supported 
this work. 
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